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June 15, 2000

Mr.
William Jefferson Clinton, President of the United States of America,
All members of the Congress of the United States of America

Dear Mr. President Clinton,
dear Senators and Representatives of the people of the USA,
Professor Kent's devotion to the Truth and Justice in this horrible time for my native Serbian people,
being largely and mainly as a consequence of your politics, gives a proof to the Serbs, who you have been
unjustifiably sanctioned for eight years and got bombarded twice in the Parentland, that there are Americans
as those who we admired.
When you, Mr. President Clinton, visited Kosovo last year, why did not you then show a mass
grave? You were eager to do that. You could not because the mass graves, for which you a priori had
accused the Serbs, did not exist.
NATO (KFOR, UNMIK) might "discover mass graves" now, a year after the end of the USA
Government led NATO aggression even they did not exist a year ago.
How?
Simply.
Albanian terrorists have been torturing and murdering so many Serbs under KFOR-UNMIK
protection after the bombardment, so that they can produce several mass graves. That would be something
worse even than that what Hitler's Nazis had done. KFOR and UNMIK might follow and accept the KLA
claims that the bodies of Serbs being victims of KLA atrocities and torture are - Albanians. By referring to
all shameful lies about the Serbs, accusations against Serbian people based on the lies (e. g. your and
NATO accusations against the Serbs as an aggressor in their Grandparentland, for the massacre at the
Sarayevo market “Markale”, for the “Srebrenica massacre” and “Racak massacre”), and unbelievable false
propaganda, continuous secular demonization in all possible ways and by all available means, and two
unprovoked and unjustifiable bombardments of innocent Serbian people (first in Republika Srpska, later in
Serbia and Montenegro), by referring to all that what has been doing against the Serbs during last ten years, I
am very worried of such a possible new crime against Serbian people.
The Serbs have suffered a lot throughout the history. This period has been one of the most difficult.
In order to start its end, an appropriate normalization of the situation, an honest recovery of Serbian people
and of all other citizens of Serbia, Montenegro and Republika Srpska, it is indispensable:
°

that the Occidental countries halt immediately the sanctions against Serbia,

°
that all foreign troops (KFOR, UNMIK,..) and illegal foreigners, in particular Albanian terrorists and
other illegal Albanian immigrants, leave as soon as possible Serbian Parentland – Serbia starting with
Kosovo and Metokhiya, Montenegro and Republika Srpska: I think it should be until July 30, 2000.
°
that the Governments of the NATO countries start compensating for all the damages and to complete
the compensation, I think in next seventy eight days,
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°
that the official occidental media finally start informing their peoples about the truth on the history
and last decade affairs in (SFR) Yugoslavia.
That is not a gift. That is what was normal in the secularly recognized (SFR) Yugoslavia before the
Occidental Governments started the illegitimate pressure, interventions and actions to destroy it, with the
help of Yugoslav State leaders. That is the complete obligation to you and to the other NATO leaders and
member Governments, as well as to the OUN.
Sincerely yours,
Dr. Lyubomir T. Gruyitch, D. H. C.
University Professor
1, rue Marcel Paul
90000 Belfort
France
*******************************************************************************

To: john_peter maher <jpmaher@neiu.edu>
From: john_peter maher <jpmaher@neiu.edu>
Date: Tue, 13 Jun 2000 12:54:55 -0500
Reply-To: sorabia@egroups.com
Subject: [sorabia] Prof. R. K. Kent. "The Search for Mass Graves"

THE SEARCH FOR MASS GRAVES
Uses and Abuses of the Holocaust
R. K. Kent
Emeritus Professor of History
University of California at Berkeley
The claim that Serbs carried out a campaign of “ethnic cleansing” against “Kosovars” prior to the end of
March 1999 and of “genocide” before and after NATO’s “air war” against Yugoslavia is still very much
around in the “news.” Most recently, the Hague Tribunal for Yugoslavia has tabled a review of submitted
international legal briefs holding NATO’s civilian and military leaders responsible for war crimes and
crimes against humanity and peace as a result of an attack on Yugoslavia. The Tribunal’s response has been
that it is too busy searching for bodies and evidence of genocide within Kosovo to consider accusations
against NATO. The Tribunal has received since a 900-page report from the European Union holding that no
“genocide” took place in Kosovo even during the 78 days of air attacks. . Eight months have
passed since NATO troops moved unopposed into a Kosovo under the UN Administration. Reporters and
TV crews have crisscrossed Kosovo in search of “mass graves” for a long time. In one case, a TV Crew
promised to pay out $250,000 for information leading to the location of an actual “mass grave.”
“Mass grave” is probably the most emotion-charged appellation not only in English but in many other
languages as well. As such, it lends itself to sensationalism calculated to incite for or against. It immediately
brings to mind the gruesome 1945 film images of hundreds of emaciated bodies dumped, unburied, into large
pits dug within Nazi concentration camps. A mass of the twisted, the deformed and the extinguished came
from living humans in a profoundly disgusting and revolting way. Their only bonds were the belonging to
the Jewish Faith and/or a Slavic ethnicity There was, however, a difference.. While Slavs were
designated by the Nazis as “sub-human” (Untermenschen), they were “useful” for crude mass labor needed
in wartime projects. They were not being exterminated as a race or a religious group. In the end, the “subhumans” of Russia and Serbia could fight the Nazi divisions in their own lands and contribute to the ultimate
defeat of Adolf Hitler’s Third Reich. The different European nationals of Jewish faith never did any
physical harm to their ultimate executioners. Yiddish is a Germanic language, tell-tale sign of powerful
cultural assimilation. They were just the same subjected to a structured and implemented physical
destruction as an ethno-religious group irrespective of different citizenships. Outside of Germany. with one
exception, the dirty work of the Nazis was carried out by the German occupying forces throughout
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Continental Europe. The exception was provided by the Croat Nazis (Ustashe) who did the work themselves.
They murdered some 35,000 Jews, along with several hundred thousand Orthodox Serbs, number of Roms
and anti-Nazi Croats.
Physical destruction of the Jews with different nationalities within occupied Europe had one other unique
feature. It was carried out, with Teutonic efficiency, in an unparalleled bureaucratic way via modern
means of transportation, concentration and mass killing. In the long list of Man’s inhumanity to Man, there is
nothing else like this Holocaust. Its Greek roots meaning the “burnt whole,” total physical
destruction. Its numbers are staggering and no amount of historical revisionism attempted today can alter this
fact. The generally accepted figure runs into some 6,000,000 Jews who lost their lives and
possessions throughout Europe. Unquestionably, the Holocaust provides also the clearest definition of what
“genocide” really is, total physical elimination of humans who belong to a single religious or
ethnic group or to both at the same time. While genocidal attempts recur, the Holocaust is a unique historical
event. To the everlasting credit of Its survivors and succeeding generations of Jews, the Holocaust remains a
living memory in many parts of the world. There is, nonetheless, an enormous difference between keeping its
memory alive as a planned and executed Evil as well as an alarm against future genocidal attempts, on the
one hand, and calculated uses of its memory as justification to kill other humans, destroy their infrastructure
and poison their soil, on the other. This is precisely how the memory of the Holocaust has been used in ways
calculated to “ease” the peoples of Western Europe and the United States into supporting or at least not
actively opposing the U.S./NATO “intervention” in Yugoslavia.
This “intervention” (a very antiseptic word} is actually reminiscent of the Nazi punitive expeditions against
the Serbs in World War Two. It bears Adolf Hitler’s distinct signature through Western alliances with
the successor anti-Serb nationalists in Croatia, in Bosnia and most recently in Kosovo. It reveals the two
basic components of Nazi ideology. Might alone makes Right. Ends justify the Means. It has
shredded the UN Charter. In scant eleven weeks it has mauled International Law that took centuries to
develop since its Dutch founder Grotius. It has made a mockery of language and logic as NATO bombs and
missiles were media-tipped in Humanitarian concerns. It has come with the most repelling deceptions and
ruthless propaganda that turns Josef Goebbels into a rank amateur. It has led to a reign of cerebral terror,
enlisting adherents in all major Western media to deform “the Serbs” beyond recognition.
Only yesterday, they were widely perceived as an honorable and tragic people who sided with the Allies in
two World Wars, losing almost a quarter of their 7 million population in 1941-1944 alone By eliminating
historical contexts that invalidate much of the deception, by equating sporadic Serb atrocities with
premeditated “genocide,” individuals behind the U.S./NATO “air war” will soon face, especially at night, a
merciless enemy that cannot be defeated. They will face the angry ghosts of the real Holocaust victims for
perverting Its moral legacy in what was once Yugoslavia . “The Serbs” became neo-Nazi butchers of the fin
de siècle via an endless search for “mass graves” that contain only their alleged victims. There could be
nothing more demeaning to the memory of the Holocaust than the staging of “genocide” so as to punish
with impunity another ethno-religious group, the Christian Orthodox Serbs. If there is anything that can be
added, it must be an ultimate paradox. Of all the populations under Nazi occupation in World War II,
the Serbs have one of the best collective records of standing with and by their Jews. What about the concrete
body numbers and” mass graves “ at Kosovo? What about William S. Cohen’s assertion that some “100,000
ethnic Albanian men “were mass executed by the Serbs? What about intolerable “ethnic cleansing” that
“required” the “air war?” The 100,000 figure has since been scaled down to “10,000.”
Shortly before the NATO bombs and missiles fell from the Yugoslav skies, the Helsinki Watch reported that
the war within Kosovo between the “Kosovo Liberation Army” (K.L.A.} and Serb police and army units,
produced about 3,000 deaths. About 2,000 Albanians and 1,000 Serbs. After months of searching, carried out
by unimpeded forensic international teams, 2,108 bodies have been exhumed and investigated
(report from Pristina, 10 November 1999) before the winter’s onset. In many , probably most cases, identities
of the dead could not be ascertained. along with when and just how lives were lost. Mass graves? A Spanish
forensic team pulled out of Kosovo as “mass graves” failed to surface. In graves with more than one body it
could not be easily determined whether these were due to massacres of a group, communal or collective
burials of “collateral damage” in an ongoing war both on the ground and from the air. The one widely
reported “massacre” at Racak and the “resulting mass grave” could not be confirmed as such by a 21-kilo
report with 3,000 photographs provided by a medical expert from Finland.
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A mere claim by an interesting U.S. special envoy to Kosovo (with long and vast experience in Central
American horror stories) went around the world before anyone could seriously examine the open grave. The
“Racak massacre” was used in a calculated, cold-blooded way to justify the “air war.” It is reminiscent of
yet an earlier massacre, a real one, attributed to the Serbs. It was the “Third Market-place massacre” at
Sarajevo, Bosnia. Within hours after an ABC TV crew recorded the gore in color, NATO launched a threeweek bombing campaign against the Bosnian Serbs. Yet, an extensive in situ report exculpated the Serbs. An
immediate demand was made to keep it secret. It came from Madeleine Albright, then Ambassador to the
UN. The thrust of this report was leaked out by a respected UN official, Mr. Akashi of Japan. It remains
secret to this day.
“Ethnic cleansing” has been generally understood as the permanent expulsion ,through the use of terror, of
an undesired group from its area of residence. From a variety of sources, figures of anywhere from
100,00 to 200,000 have been advanced for the Kosovo Albanians “cleansed” before the air war. There is no
doubt that Albanian civilians, mostly women, children and the elderly, fled from their homes. They did so to
escape “collateral damage” since the K.L.A. insurgents retreated regularly into their clan compounds after
each ambush of Serb policemen (some 300 killed between mid-1998 and March 1999). The Serb ripostes
invariably created civilian casualties which radicalized Albanians in the Diaspora and sent the Western
media into overdrive. The problem here is that local refugees from armed hostilities fled into nearby woods
without abandoning their general area, let alone Kosovo. Moreover, most returned to their homes following
the Holbrooke-Milosevic agreement to pull the Serb Third Army out of Kosovo. Many non-Serb sources,
including some European Observers allowed into Kosovo, have formally declared that Serbs did not target
the Kosovo Albanians as a group, concentrating on the K.LA. instead. The actual “ethnic cleansing” began
after 24th March 1999, the day of first NATO strike in Yugoslavia. Almost 800,000 Kosovo Albanians
spilled out into neighboring countries, including Serbia in the ensuing ten weeks. While on the subject of
Serb refusals to “live with” other ethnicities, it is worth mentioning that there are over 200,000 Kosovo
Albanians residing in Serbia today. About 80,000 are in the greater Belgrade alone. They are Yugoslav
citizens. Many are recent refugees who did not wish to be impressed by the K.L.A. into its war
with the Serbs.
The “air war” over Serbia and Kosovo lasted 78 days of relentless strikes with bombs and missiles. It was
completely out proportion against the alleged “sins” of the Serbs. The term “air war” is neo-Orwellian. . It
was hardly a war between two opposing (air }forces. It posed no real risks to pilots flying at high altitude and
not a single NATO pilot was lost in aerial combat or to ground fire (one was picked-up by air rescue). In
striking contrast, thousands of banned cluster bombs were dropped in Serbia and Kosovo In addition to
depleted uranium (mutant with unknown limits), graphite was spread around, entering into sweet water
ducts. Electrical generators were destroyed along with a major, American-built, petro-chemical complex,
releasing huge amounts of different toxins into the soil, water and air. A major Serb city (Pancevo) had to be
evacuated. Potential parents were urged not to conceive children until scientific research could evaluate the
mutant risks. Schools, hospitals, factories without any military links, apartment buildings, homes, Orthodox
Churches and a Synagogue (at Nis) were damaged or destroyed along with bridges, flyovers [cloverleafs] ,
roads, radio and TV stations, even the Chinese Embassy in Belgrade. Some two-three thousand Serb
civilians, including children, were killed (three times the casualties from K.L.A. guns) with three times as
many wounded, more or less seriously. Over 600,000 Serbs, with dependents, were left without jobs. This
was happening in a Serbia already harboring almost a million refugees “ethnic” victims of “cleansing” from
other parts of what was once Federal Yugoslavia.
With all of this in the background and leaving the post “air-war”
evolution of Kosovo aside, our self-styled successors of Niccolò
Machiavelliare still searching for “mass graves” in ex-Yugoslavia, still
affectionately “punishing the Serbs” while tinkering with Mankind for
its own Good.

Raymond K. Kent
------------------------------------NOTE. Raymond K. Kent was Professor at the University of Califonia at Berkeley, California, U. S. A.
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November 4, 2000
Mr.
William Jefferson CLINTON
President of the United States of America
White House
Washington, DC
USA
STATE DEPARTMENT
Washington, DC
USA
CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
The Chairman and all the members
Washington, DC
USA
“We cannot destroy England, France,
Russia or the United States,
but we can destroy Serbs and Serbia and we will.”
A German to a Serb in Germany, 1984.
Dear Mr. President CLINTON,
Dear Mr. Chairman of the Congress of the United States of America,
Dear Ladies and Gentlemen, Members of the USA Government and Congress,

During the Second World War it was very dangerous in Yugoslavia, hence in Serbia, [I speak only about my
broader native land (ex-) Yugoslavia and about the closer one - Serbia, since I know well them], to listen to radio
emissions from the allied countries. The Voice of America was the voice of friends, the sound of freedom, the sparkle
of hope and the promise for victory for the occupied people. They were gathering secretly during dark nights in order to
listen to the Voice of America. They trusted the USA President, Government, Congress and the Voice of America.
The Americans were further inspiring the traditional faith of the Serbian people to the allied peoples, which was
established strongly during the I World War. The Serbian part of the Yugoslav Royal Army, which under the command
of General Drazha MIHAILOVITCH rejected to accept the capitulation and started the first secular fighting against
HITLER's Nazi, succeeded to save more than four hundred USA pilots during the II World War. They stayed faithful
alley during the whole War. Another organized Yugoslav soldiers, under the command of Marshall TITO, among
whose Partisans the great majority were Serbs, were also courage fighters for liberty, against fascism, and faithful to the
USA and all the other allied countries.

A Serbian person, who spent, as an imprisoned officer of the Yugoslav Royal Army, four and
half years in the camps in Osnabrück and Nürnberg in Germany, spoke highly respectfully about
courage and nobility of American soldiers and officers. They had to pass a tough fighting with
Nazis. When the USA Army, whose commander was famous General PATON, concluded that they
had broken the Nazi resistance, they stopped fighting. The USA soldiers came out from tanks to sit
smoking on them in spite there were still sporadic Nazi shooting. The USA Army liberated all the
prisoners. The person created a faithful friendship with a young USA Lieutenant John MILLER,
who once came to inform delightfully the person that he would go to Japan to join there the USA
Army. Free Europe and the whole humanity caring freedom admired with the deepest respect the Americans for their
devotion to liberty, not only internally in the USA, but also abroad.
Being exhausted by the war, the people of Yugoslavia needed deeply all kinds of help and support after the end
of the II World War. It was coming regularly over some period from the USA. The parcels were wisely prepared. Even
their bags were useful. Mothers and/or grandmothers used them to make dresses for children. The people were blessing
the Americans, the USA President, Government and Congress.
Admiration to and respect for the Americans and the USA President were flourishing to the national love among
Serbs after the War. The Americans were considered as the symbols and guarantee for the secular peace, freedom of
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peoples, sovereignty and independence of countries, as catalyzars of creation or reaffirmation of tolerant, respectful,
human relationship among peoples. Their moves were proving their complete devotion to the USA national values,
which have had also deep international importance: freedom, honesty, courage, equal human rights, truth, justice,
legitimacy, the equal rights of other peoples for their free and democratic self-determination and self - organization in
the Parentland, for their legitimate right to live in their sovereign and independent states established in their ancestor
land.
The current USA President, Government and Congress have been deeply interfering with the internal affairs in
many countries. I will continue to speak only about Yugoslavia and Serbia. Such USA involvement has fundamentally
influenced the lives of all the peoples and citizens of Yugoslavia, including my family and mine. You claimed that you
have been doing that on behalf of humanity, freedom, justice, equal human rights, democracy defense, preservation of
peace, development of tolerant and respectful relationships among peoples and countries. The USA President has the
highest competence, but also responsibility, for the USA involvement in the international affairs.
Unfortunately, your, Mr. President Jefferson William CLINTON, attitude to the Serbs has been catastrophically
wrong. Your information about the events in Yugoslavia and Serbia, and about Serbian people, which you addressed to
the USA people and the international community, was as truthful as your statement in the USA Court. Your politics did
everything opposite to the great USA national values of the deep international importance. The illustrative proof is the
tragedy in Yugoslavia in the whole, which has been achieving its "highlights" in Serbia. The latter is mainly the
consequence of your personal and your Government politics, in my frank opinion and evaluation according to my
knowledge and understanding. I expressed this to you as early as in the letter of December 20, 1998 (which you
doubtless received personally). I hope the Americans will provide you adequately with all what and how you deserve
after the end of your Presidential mandate.
In view of continued interference of the USA President with the internal affairs in my native Serbia, I asked you,
the USA Congress, twice (May 17 and October 2 this year) to permit Serbian and Yugoslav people, as well as me, to
vote for a candidate to become the USA President. Such a kind request was obviously unusual, but it was completely
justified by the above facts. The USA Congress has not replied. The USA Presidential Election Day is close. I have not
gotten a possibility to vote, as an alien, for a candidate to become the USA President. Therefore, I take the freedom to
express publicly who I would vote for if the USA Congress enabled me to vote.
If I got the possibility to vote then I would vote for the candidate to become the President of the United States of
America who would:
°

inform truthfully the USA people about events in other countries when the President decides to interfere in their
internal affairs,
-

rather than to distort the truth on the peoples rights, such as the distortion of the truth about constitutional
right for self - determination given only to the peoples of Yugoslavia and not to its republics,

-

rather than to hide the truth, such as the fact that the majority of soldiers and officers of Yugoslav Federal
Army in Slovenia were Slovenes (not Serbs),

-

rather than to hide the truth, such as that on the beginning of the war in Croatia and Bosnia, just to mention
a few events from the very beginning:
~

S. R. of Croatia was established as the Republic of two constitutive peoples with equal rights, of the
Croats and the Serbs, in other to avoid to recognize political, economic and cultural autonomy of the
Serbs in Krayina and Slavoniya; the Croatian Government and Parliament led by late President Dr
Franjo TUDJMAN not only cancelled that, but even eliminated the recognition of the Serbs in the
new Croatian Constitution, which was accompanied by the introduction of state symbols almost the
same as those of the fascistic Independent Croatian State (known as “NDH”) established under
HITLER’s protection, which was followed by aggressive warnings on Serbian houses in Krayina
and Slavoniya such as in the NDH, and which forced the Serbs to start organizing themselves for the
self-defense by remembering crimes against the Serbs in NDH, which in the concentration camp
Yasenovaz organized tortures (for which even HITLER’s SS officers were ashamed) of the
prisoners, who were innocent civil people from babies to old ladies and men, Jews, Romes and
mostly Serbs, about 800 000 of whom were burnt alive in gas chambers,

~

consequently, the war started in Croatia when a bus with Croatian policemen arrived near Plitvice to
halt Serbs in their efforts to get an autonomy, and the war ended with the USA officers prepared
Croatian offensive, so that Croatian military units succeeded not only to destroy Serbian defense but
also to almost completely exterminate the Serbs by forcing hundreds of thousands of them to the
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first such exodus in Europe after the II World War, which was largely greeted by the USA and
international mass media led by the USA President and Government,
~

S. R. Bosnia and Herzegovina were established as a Republic of three constitutive peoples with
equal rights: the Croats, the Muslims and the Serbs, again in order to avoid the autonomies and to
prevent a natural union of the Serbs from Bosnia and Herzegovina with the Serbs from Serbia,
Montenegro and Macedonia,

~

Croatian paramilitary units passed the bridge at Slavonski Brod (Croatia) and joined Muslim
paramilitary units in Bosanski Brod (Bosnia) with which they started to hunt Serbs, at first the city
Mayor, afterwards other City Hall Serbian officers, at the beginning of 1992,

~

they completely burnt Serbian village Siyekovaz, near Bosanski Brod, together with its inhabitants
the next day,

~

and in the same period, the beginning of 1992, a group of Muslims attacked to be merry and happy
Serbian wedding in Sarayevo by wounding people and killing the father,

-

rather than to distort the truth so as in the false accusation against Serbian people for the aggression in
Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, which they did not do,

-

rather than to hide the truth about crimes against humanity, such as the truth about the massacres of
Serbian people, e. g. the truth about the massacre of more than 1200 innocent civil Serbs including
children in Srebrenica, which caused Serbian reaction to fight against the Muslim military group that
committed the massacre,

-

rather than to accuse innocent people for that what they did not do, such as the accusation against Serbian
people for the claimed, but unproved, later massacre in Srebrenica of over 7000 Muslims including
children, in spite of the fact that many of those claimed massacred men were later discovered fighting in
Bosnia,

-

rather than to distort the truth so as in the false accusation of the Serbs for massacre at Sarayevo market
"Markale", which they did not commit, but which was then used as a (false) reason to justify the
bombardment of innocent Serbian people of Republika Srpska,

-

rather than to impose an occupation to a people by justifying it with false reasons, such as the occupation
of Republika Srpska (by the way, since criminals try to hide the history, to forbid to others to refer to the
history, and honest people care the history, let me be allowed to mention rather than to ignore the facts
that:
~

the first international political engagement of the Government of Germany after the pacific and
hopeful unification of East and West Germany was its forceful action to disjoin SFR Yugoslavia,

~

the Government of Germany was eager to have German military troops in Yugoslavia, in particular
in Serbian Parentland, even by strongly breaking the Constitution of Germany,

~

a German person is again supervising and commanding the occupation of the Serbs and Serbian
ancestor land, but not only in Republika Srpska,
what would say Lieutenant John MILLER if he knew all that?),
-

rather than to distort the truth about the victims and terrorists, such as the propaganda that the Serbs were
terrorizing Albanians in Kosovo and Metohiya,

-

rather than to hide the truth about the continuous atrocities and crimes by Albanian terrorists against
Serbian people at the South-West of Serbia: Kosovo and Metohiya, which they have been continuously
committing since HITLER's establishment of the Nazi state the Great Albania that occupied Kosovo and
Metohiya 1941, which caused defense reactions, and which have been exploding since June 1999 into the
total extermination of Serbian and other non-Albanian people from that part of Serbia under the USA
President and Government, KFOR and UNMIK protection of Albanian terrorists, mainly immigrants,
organized in the KLA,

-

rather than to distort the truth about the lack of human rights and national minority rights, such as in the
USA President, Government and Congress claims that Albanian minority, (which has been composed
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largely of immigrants to Serbia in Kosovo and Metohiya), did not enjoy freely the rights, in spite they
really did enjoy freely human and national minority rights even wider than immigrants in other countries,
-

rather than to distort the truth as in the accusation of the Serbs for massacre at Racak in Kosovo, which
Serbs did not commit, but nevertheless it was then used as a (false) reason to justify the bombardment of
innocent Serbian people and people of Serbia and Montenegro, including the Albanians in Kosovo and
Metohiya,

-

rather than to hide the truth about the USA international involvements such as the USA Government led
NATO bombardment of Serbia and Montenegro, which caused the exodus of Albanian people only the
third day of the bombardment, and which did not exist before the bombardment,

-

rather than to accuse consciously innocent people for what they did not do, which happened to Serbian
people that was falsely accused by the USA President, Government and a number of Congress members
for the exodus of the Albanians caused by the USA Government led bombardment of Serbia 1999.

If I got the possibility to vote, then I would vote for the candidate to become the President of the United States of
America who would:
°

inform the USA people and international community about the truth on the people’s origin when he speaks about
that, so that when the USA President speaks about the history of Kosovo and Metohiya then to present the fact
that there have been only Serbian ancient monuments and toponyms in Serbian cultural, religious and state
cradle Kosovo and Metohiya and none Albanian’s, which proves that the Serbs are there the autochthon people,

°

who would inform the USA people and international community about the truth on the events
in other countries under the USA and OUN supervision, so that when he speaks about that
what has been going on in Kosovo and Metohiya, then to present the fact that Albanians have been destroying
Serbian ancient monuments and changing the toponyms in order to eliminate the monumental proofs that
Kosovo and Metohiya were Serbian cultural, religious and state cradle before the Albanians started immigrating
in mass under Turkish occupation and to destroy the proofs that the Serbs are there the autochthon people,

°

who would inform truthfully the USA people and international community about other people's rights and who
will appreciate them equally rather than to suppress them to one whole people, which happened in Yugoslavia
where the USA Government appreciated and accepted the results of referendums of the Croats and the Muslims
in Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina to separate those republics from the other Yugoslav republics, but
ignored the results of the referendums of the Serbs to stay together with other republics, at least with Serbia; who
would inform truthfully the USA people that the problems in Yugoslavia should have been solved
constitutionally in the Federal Parliament and via the federal referendum both on that whether "the selfdetermination UP to separation" meant in the Constitution that "separation" was included or excluded, and,
consequently, on the legitimate conditions and procedure for deunification, since it was vague in the Constitution
of SFR Yugoslavia (considered as a constitutional obstacle to the deunification); who would inform truthfully
the USA people that the USA were obliged to accept only solutions compatible with the Constitution of SFR
Yugoslavia since the USA were recognizing SFR Yugoslavia as a sovereign and independent state and since it
was a cofounder of the OUN [in this concern, it is to mention that the USA President, Government and Congress
received July 1991 the Appeal to them to support a pacific constitutional, legitimate resolution of the situation
via regular elections for the Federal Parliament (because the term had expired), to which all Yugoslav
communist and Bosnian Muslim fundamentalist leaders were making strong resistance fearing of loosing their
positions at the first federal free and democratic election that have never occurred because of the Germany
Government forced and the USA Government supported unconstitutional secession of Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia
and Herzegovina, and Macedonia from SFR Yugoslavia],

°

who would inform truthfully the USA people about other people's devotion to neighboring nations, so as about
the truth that the Serbs, after liberating Serbia, continued to fight against the occupiers in order to liberate all
other Yugoslav nations and parts of Yugoslavia at the end of the I World War, and that the Serbs were only
Yugoslav nation that had then a free sovereign independent state to invest in the creation of the common state,

°

who would inform truthfully the USA people about other people's devotion to democracy and freedom, so as
about the fact that the Kingdom of Serbia was one of the most democratic and free European states at the
beginning of the XX century, and that the Serbs imbedded it into the common state in order to provide other
Yugoslav peoples with democracy and freedom by liberating them from centuries long foreign occupation
(Turkish and/or Austro-Hungarian) and because they believed in the brotherhood with all other Yugoslav
nations,
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°

who would inform truthfully the USA people about the situation in another country, so as about the fact that the
recognition of the political autonomy, or even independence of Kosovo and Metohiya under the occupation of
Albanians would be nothing else than the shameful realization of the HITLER–MUSSOLINI fascistic goal,
which would be then an inhuman acknowledgement of sixty* years long process of Albanian terrorism, crimes,
and atrocities against the Serbs, and of the genocidal extermination of the Serbs from their ancestor land,

°

who would inform truthfully the USA people and international community about the truth on the USA and
international involvement in another country, so that when the USA President speaks about Kosovo and
Metohiya then to present the fact that there have been Albanian and international robing of Serbian private, state
and national properties and natural sources,

°

who would engage himself to help the mass media in the USA to inform truthfully the Americans and the World
rather than to use false arguments or even to create consciously lies in order demonize one whole nation as it has
happened unfortunately to Serbian nation,

°

who would inform truthfully the USA people and international community about their responsibilities and
obligations resulting from their involvements in internal affairs of another country, so that when the President of
the USA speaks about the result and consequences of the USA led NATO bombardment of Serbia and
Montenegro, as well as of Republika Srpska, then to make it clear to the Americans and the USA Congress that
the USA together with all other NATO member countries will:
support the realization of the peaceful reestablishment of the sovereignty of R. Serbia over Kosovo and
Metohiya,
support a peaceful effective and safe return of all Serbian and other non-Albanian families to their homes
and properties in Kosovo and Metohiya,
repay without any further delay to Serbia, Montenegro and Republika Srpska for all the damages done by
the unjustifiable bombardments, and to lead its effective realization,
ensure and help, respectively, the peaceful withdrawal of all the USA and other foreign troops from
Kosovo and Metohiya in about three months after the inauguration,
support a pacific development of tolerant and respectful relationships among all people living in Kosovo
and Metohiya,

°

who would endeavor to contribute to a pacific honest development or creation of tolerant, respectfully based
good international relationships, rather than to provoke or support spreading, or even creating, a hate among
peoples,

°

who would appreciate freedom of peoples, independence and sovereignty of their internationally recognized
states.

If I got the possibility to vote then I would vote for the candidate to become the President of the United States of
America who would be completely verbally and really devoted to the USA Constitution, who would appreciate and
protect justice and the USA juridical system, who would care the great national values of the Americans and contribute
to their best pacific realizations internally and internationally.
If I got the possibility to vote then I would vote for the candidate to become the President of the United States of
America who has been and who would stay verbally and actively, formally and essentially, faithful and decided
ANTIFASCIST.
With sincere thanks for your time and attention devoted to this letter, I stay respectfully yours.
Dr. Lyubomir T. Gruyitch **, D. H. C.
University Professor
1, rue Marcel Paul
90000 Belfort
France
*

In my letter of yesterday I typed wrongly “fifty five” instead of correct “sixty”. Please, excuse me for the error.

**

I preferably write my name and family name in English, as above, when the whole text is in English in order to
preserve the correct pronunciation. For the formal complete identification, I note that they are written in the
passport in another foreign alphabet for the Serbs: Ljubomir T. Grujic'.
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CHRISTMAS AND NEWYEARS MESSAGE to the Gentlemen
George Bush, President of the USA
Gerhard Schroeder, Chancellor of Germany
Tony Blear, Chancellor of Great Britain
Jacques Chirak, President of France
George Robertson, General Secretary of NATO
Coffee Annan, General Secretary of the UN
Dear Sirs,
On the occasion of the Christian Holiday Christmas and the begining of the new
Millennium we, the Serbs, a small Christian nation of the old culture and tradition, a
nation of good hosts and true followers of traditional values, well-intentioned and
tollerant towards differences, well-known for our love of the truth, heroic and far and
wide known as freedom-loving nation, extend to you our wishes and message for a
Marry Christmas and a Happy New Year.
Turning to you as Christians to Christians we dare to remind you, with all the respect
to your power and strenght, on this Holly Day that there can be no peace and joy
without true freedom for the people. To those who are not free only hope remains, but
without your wish to help the unfree to bocome free that very hope becomes futile.
Our Serbian people are not free.
The Croat army with your blessing and help burned down the Sebian territory in 1995
and expeeled over 600 thousand Serbs from Srpska Krajina, Krajina not being ever in
history a Croat territory.
In the year of the greatest Christian jubillee Kosovo and Metohija, the Holly Serbian
Land in the South of Serbia has been occupied.
Gentlemen, Kosovo and Metohija is today a camp for the Serbs in the middle of
Europe. The Serbs are every day the victims of the Albanian terrorism. From the
Serbian people every possible human right has been taken, to begin with the most
Holly right to live, to the right to defend our plain lives and land.
From the time of NATOs arrival on Kosovo and Metohija in June, 1999 more then
400 thousand Serbs has been expealed by the Albanian terrorists, more then 50
thousand Serbian houses has been burnt down, over 80 Christian–ortodox temples
and Christian relics has been demolished.
Over 1300 Serbs have been kidnapped.
A few remaining Serbs in Kosovo and Metohija live in a Geto. For the Albanians the
are a live target to be executed. Even in the demilitarized zone the Albanian terrorism
is going wild. With a high birthrate and continual violance over Serbs helped by you,
Gentlemen, the Albanian national minority is building its State. Today we have freed
ourselves from a monsterious anti Serbian and anti State regime, Milosevics regime,
but that is not enough.
Stop the killing of the Serbs! Free Kosovo and Mtohija.
Free the imprissoned Serbian people.
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Bring back all the expeeled Serbs to their homes. Give them back the right to live.
Give back the right to the future to the Serbian children.
The Serbian people who, only in this Century, have gone three times through
genocide and ethnical cleansing of their territory and were the victim of Communism,
wish to the Christian people never to become the victims of media and dirty plitical
manipulation.
Each of our Serbian children wishes that not one child in the world becomes the
victim of bombarding and NATO agression as it has been.
Our Christmas message is also our cry to the Christian world to hold an insane
politics, for which a human being is nothing, a nation is nothing, a state is nothing
and in which only money is the God to which we have to kneal, where a lie becomes
the truth.
The end of Twentieth Century is being ended by killing the democracy and freedom,
and all in the name of democracy and freedom, with the hipocrisy and glorification of
decadence and destruction.
Let the Twentyfirst Centry be the Century of true humanism.
Let the technological development be in service of men and not aggainst men. Let the
Twentyfirst Century start with freedom for all the Serbian people and all the people
of the world who are not free. You, who have the might and force, stop the cutting up
of Christ in the name of Christ.
WITH THE CHRISTIAN SALUTE – “THE CHRIST IS BORN”
HAPPY NEW YEAR, 2001
Svetlana Petrusic, journalist and publicist, the President of the Nongovernment organisation “The Voice of the Serbian
Woman”
Ranko Djinovic, writer, the President of the Association of the family members of kidnapped Serbs

Zvezdan Djuric MA, representative of the expeeled Serbs from Kosovo and Metohija
situated at the refugee camps
The representatives of the Associations of expeeled Serbs form Kosovo and
Metohija:
Ranko Raickovic, lawyer
Nenad Trifunovic
Milijanko Portic MA
Vojo Jeftimijevic
Petar Gasic
Prof. Vladimir Cvetanovic
Mile Dakic MA, the President of the Assciation of expeeled Serbs form Srpska
Krajina and Croatia
Prof. Lyubomir T. Gruyitch, Belfort, France,
Vasiljko Vukoje, Australia,
Bosko Zecevic, Adelaide, Australia
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БОЖИЋНА И НОВОГОДИШЊА ПОРУКА господи
Џорџу Бушу,председнику САД-а,
Герхарду Шредеру,канцелару Немачке,
Тони Блеру,председнику Велике Британије,
Жаку Шираку,председнику Француске,
Џорџу Робертсону,генералном секретару НАТО-а,
Кофи Анану,генералном секретару ОУН-а
Поштована господо,
Поводом великог хришћанског празника Божића и почетка новог миленијума
ми ,Срби,мали хришћански народ старе културе и традиције ,народ добрих
домаћина и истински поштовалац традиционалних вредности ,добронамеран и
толерантан према различитостима ,познат по истинољубивости ,храбар и
надалеко познат по свом слободољубљу ,упућујемо вам божићну и
новогодишњу честитку и поруку.
Обраћајући вам се као хришћани хришћанима усуђујемо се ,уз све уважавање
ваше моћи и силе, да вас на овај свети празник подсетимо да нема мира ни
радости без истинске слободе за народе.
Неслободнима остаје само нада,али без ваше жеље да помогнете да неслободни
народи постану слободни и та нада постаје узалудна.
Наш српски народ је неслободан.
Хрватска војска је уз ваш благослов и вашу помоћ 1995.године спалила српску
земљу и протерала преко 600 хиљада Срба из Српске Крајине,а Крајина никада
у историји није била хрватска територија.
У години највећег хришћанског јубилеја Косово и Метохија ,та света српска
земља на југу Србије,окупирана је.
Господо,Косово и Метохија данас је логор за Србе усред Европе.Срби су жртве
свакодневног шиптарског тероризма. Српском народу одузета су сва могућа
људска права ,од најсветијег права ,права на живот,до права на одбрану голог
живота и своје земље.
Од доласка НАТО-а на Косово и Метохију јуна 1999.године од стране
шиптарских терориста протерано је преко 400 хиљада Срба, преко 50 хиљада
српских кућа је спаљено,преко 80 православних храмова, хришћанских светиња
,порушено је.
Више од 1300 Срба је киднаповано.
Оно мало преосталих Срба на Косову и Метохији живи у гету.Они су за
шиптаре жива мета за одстрел.Чак,и у демилитаризованој зони, шиптарски
тероризам дивља.Наталитетом и насиљем над Србима које траје у континуитету
,а данас уз вашу помоћ, господо,усред српске државе шиптарска национална
мањина прави своју државу. Ми смо се,данас, ослободили једног накарадног
анти-српског и анти-државног Милошевићевог режима,али то није довољно.
Зауставите убијање Срба!Ослободите Косово и Метохију.
Ослободите заробљени српски народ.
Вратите све прогнане Србе својим кућама.Вратите им право на живот.Вратите
српској деци право на будућност.
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Српски народ, који је само у овом веку доживео три пута геноцид и етничко
чишћење своје територије и који је био жртва комунизма, жели хришћанским
народима да никада не постану жртве медијских манипулација и прљаве
политичке игре .
Свако наше српско дете жели да ниједно дете на свету не буде жртва
бомбардовања и НАТО агресије као што је оно само било.
Наша божићна порука је и наш вапај хришћанском свету да заустави једну
безумну политику у којој је човек ништа,народ ништа ,држава ништа и у којој
је само новац бог пред којим треба да се клањамо,у којој лаж постаје истина.
Крај 20.века завршава се убијањем демократије и слободе ,а све у име
демократије и слободе,завршава се хипокризијом и стављањем на пиједестал
декаденције и деструкције.
Нека 21.век буде век истинског хуманизма.
Нека технолошки напредак буде у служби човека ,а не против човека.Нека
21.век отпочне слободом за сав српски народ и све неслободне народе света.Ви
који имате моћ и силу,зауставите черечење Христа ,а све у име Христа.
Уз хришћански поздрав "Христос се роди"
срећна вам Нова 2001.година
Светлана Петрушић,новинар и публициста,председник Невладине организације
"Глас Српкиње"
Ранко Ђиновић,књижевник,председник Удружења чланова породица
киднапованих Срба
Мр Звездан Ђурић,представник прогнаних Срба са Косова и Метохије који су
смештени по избегличким камповима
представници удружења прогнаних Срба са Косова и Метохије:
Ранко Раичковић,адвокат,
Ненад Трифуновић,
Мр Милијанко Портић,
Војо Јефтимијевић,
Петар Гашић,
Проф.Владимир Цветановић,
Мр Миле Дакић,председник Удружења прогнаних Срба из Српске Крајине и
Хрватске
Πрoф. Љубoмир T. Грујић, Белфор, Француска,
Васиљко Вукоје, Аустралија,
Бошко Зечевић, Аделаид, Аустралија
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April 11, 2001

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Cc. Mr. George BUSH, President of THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Dear MEMBERS OF THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
“The President of Yugoslavia, Vojislav Kostunica, presented to the Secretary of the Hague Tribunal, Hansu
HOLTHAUSU, a list of the kidnapped and missing children since the arrival of the international mission
forces UNMIK and KFOR to Kosovo to this day. The Serbian newspaper "Blic" published this list that the
President presented to the Secretary.
1. DIMIC Zorica, from Prizren, six months old, together with her mother Lela burned to death in a fire
started by Albanian terrorists August 15, 1999
2. LAZAREVIC Oliver, about 13 years old, killed in the village of Budisavci in the county of Klina, in front
of his house by Albanian terrorists mid-1999.
3. MLADENOVIC Sava from Prizren, 6 months old, burned to death in a fire strated by Albanian terrorists
September 21, 1999, when his mother didn't want to leave her house or Prizren.
4. PAVLOVIC Nenad, 15 years old, kidnapped and killed by Albanian terrrorists on June 19, 1999 in Obilic.
5. PETROVIC Jovica from the village of Bostane, county of Novo Brdo, 12 years old, killed by a firearm
while tending flock near his home.
6. PETROVIC Milo, son of Ljubomir from the village of Cernice in the county Gnjilane, four years old,
killed with two other Serbs by the Albanian terrorist Afrim Zecirija during an attack on the village on May
25, 2000. Zeciri approached a group of Serbs gathered in the central hall and opened fire on them.
7. PETROVIC Milo from Pec, 16 years old, killed mid-1999 in Savina Voda near Pec by a sniper.
8. The grandson of Branko CUKIC from Gnjilana, killed in June 1999, while working on his farm.
9. ANDJELOVIC Stojan, 17 years old, kidnapped in August 1999.
10. BLAGOJEVIC Ivan, from the village of Ljubi near Prizren, 15 years old, kidnapped August 18, 1999
near his village with another eight Serbs
11. VUKOVIC Milan from the village of Dubrovnik in the county of Decani, 17 years old, disappeared on
June 13, 1999 while traveling between Pec and Dubrovnik.
12. GLIGORIJEVIC Nikola, three years old, kidnapped September 7, 1999 in Pristina with his mother
Dragana.
13. SIVKOVIC Nenad from Pristina, 15 years old, taken at the little market near the old post office in
Pristina mid-1999.
14. MAJSTOROVIC Ivan, student 17 years old, son of Milorad, kidnapped August 19, 1999 around 10:00
a.m. near the overpass in Pristina.
15. MARKOVIC Aleksandar from Suva Reka, Karadjodjeva Street no. 23, 17 years old, son of Djordje and
Ljubinke, kidnapped June 12, 1999, together with his parents.
16. MARKOVIC Radmila from Suva Reka, Karadjordjeva Street no. 23. 13 years old, kidnapped together
with her brother Aleksandar and their parents and nothing is known of them since that time.
17. Girl with the last name NIKIC, 17 years old, disappeared June 24, 1999 in Pristina.
18. MLADENOVIC Dragana from Prizren, kidnapped mid-1999. She had previously received threats from a
group of Albanians that she would be killed unless she leaves her home. Since she refused to leave, her
house was burned and her 6 month baby was thrown into the fire.
19. RADEVIC Milo, 5 years old, from the village Zlopek in the county of Pec, kidnapped August 2, 1999
with his parents.
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20-23. SEKULIC Bogdan, son of Milos and Goca, 5 years old, kidnapped with parents the night of June 25,
1999 in Pristina in Dardanija, together with sister Dragana, 10 years old, brother Lazar, 6 years old and sister
Nevena, 2 and a half years old.
24. STANKOVIC Borka, 43 years old, last time seen with her nine month grandson Milos June 16, 1999 in
Kardjordje Street in Prizren and from then there is no trace of them.
25. STANKOVIC Dragan from the village of Klobukar near Novo Brdo, 17 years old, kidnapped July 4,
1999.
26. TAKIC Ana, 6 years old, kidnapped at the end of August 1999 by a group of Albanians in Prizren. A few
days later her disfigured body was found. Her hand was cut off.
27-28. SUTAKOVIC Djordje, 16 years old, and his brother Radovan, 19 years old, kidnapped June 15, 1999
from their apartment in Djakovica together with mother Dara and father Nedeljko. Nothing is known of them
since that time.
29-30. KASTRATI Ljuan, Rom from Prizren, kidnapped August 9, 1999 in Prizren together with three
children of which is a minor, daughter Marijeta, 17 years old and son Damir, 6 years old. They were taken to
an unknown location after his house was burned.”
“ Mr. Pitter STOKNER, President of the Belgrade Office of the International Committee of Red Cross, said
that in the book on disappeared persons there are evidenced 3,525 kidnapped persons from Kosovo and
Metohiya among whom there are Serbs, Montenegrins, Romes and Egyptians, and all that happened during
the period from January 1998. until April 2001.”
I pray to God to bless their souls.
The above information received yesterday and today has led me to remind you of the following:
“The war tragedy has become already so huge and deep that generations of Yugoslav nations will seriously
suffer for it. Can you hear cries of children and people in Serbian Krayina, Serbian Slavoniya, Bosnia and
Hertzegovina?
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I am aware of the great power, including the military power, of the United States of America. I am also
aware that the United States of America can cover Serbia with bombs much more than what is sufficient to
kill the people of Serbia and to destroy Serbia.
The rivers of Serbian blood would then make the ground red of shame. They would not bring happiness to
anybody. Nobody could breath the air full of cries of dying innocent children. The rivers of innocent Serbian
blood would make nations that are small in the number of people aware that the mankind has lost a chance to
build free democratic world on the international level. The military attack would just reflect that the USA
and international political leaders and statesmen have been unable and unskilful equally as Yugoslav
politicians to solve the problems peacefully. Therefore they have had to use primitive methods of the Ancient
Age and Middle Age and to apply modern weapon in order to realize their goals. What would be then a
difference between them and those in Yugoslavia who are leading the war?” [1]
I kindly ask you again:
° to halt helping Albanian terrorism against innocent Serbian and all other people in Serbia (and Macedonia),
which has been continuously developing since Hitler – Mussolini’s creation 1941 of the fascistic state the
Great Albania under silence of Tito led Communistic Party / League of Communists of Yugoslavia,
° to halt helping demonizing propaganda based on false information against Serbian people,
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° to halt helping foreign occupation of the South part of Serbia: Kosovo and Metohiya,
° to halt sanctions and other kinds of pressure on Serbia,
° to halt helping foreign occupation of Serbian people in Bosnia,
° to inform truthfully American people about the affairs causing the war in (ex- S. F. R. ) Yugoslavia,
° to inform truthfully American people about the Albanian terrorism against innocent Serbian and all other
people in Serbia since 1941 to present,
° to help withdrawing all foreign troops from Serbia and recovering the sovereignty of R. Serbia over
Kosovo and Metohiya as soon as possible,
° to compensate people of Serbia and Montenegro for all the moral, material, financial, environmental,
cultural, historical and human damages there caused by the completely unjustifiable and illegitimate USA led
NATO bombardment 1999 of Serbia and Montenegro, and by continued Albanian terrorism since then under
the presence of the USA – led international troops,
° to organize a visit to the families of lost or killed children and/or of other family members who were the
victims of the 1999 bombardment and the Albanian terrorism in order to help the families at the best way.
With hope that you will accept the kind request, I wish Happy Easter to Mr. BUSH, the President, to all of
you the Members of the Congress of the United States of America and all Americans celebrating Easter with
the greeting:

CHRIST IS RISEN!
Lyubomir T. Gruyitch
University Professor
1, rue Marcel Paul
90000 Belfort
France
[1] Letter to
Mr. President George Bush
Senate
Congress
The people
of the United States of America
by
Ljubomir T. Grujic’
[in English: Lyubomir T. Gruyitch]
June 16, 1992
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Mr.
George BUSH, President of the USA
All the Members of the Congress of the USA
Washington DC
U. S. A.

Dear your excellency Mr. President BUSH
and
dear all the USA Congress Members,
The tragedy of September 11, 2001, was doubtless sufficiently well and advanced prepared.
Well-trained terrorists executed their goal by killing once more thousands of innocent people. The
whole humanity has suffered for that crime.
The former USA Government led by Mr. William Jefferson CLINTON was unbelievably
supporting terrorist units, let me restrict myself to those in my native land Serbia and (ex-)
Yugoslavia. It helped the transformation of the USA officially recognized terrorist group self called
"Kosovo Liberation Army" as a regular military formation. Moreover, it permitted to Asian Muslim
fundamentalists to join them in their terrorism against the domestic autochthon people in Bosnia
and Herzegovina, Kosovo and Metohiya. In order to achieve effectively their terrorist goals, they
needed adequate training for which they were supported by Ben Laden who visited them in the
Southwest part of Serbia - Kosovo and Metohiya.
Albanian "Kosovo Liberation Army" has been operating so effectively that it has succeeded,
since June 1999, to expel, in the presence of KFOR, more than 350 000 (three hundred fifty
thousands) innocent people, mainly Serbs, from Kosovo and Metohiya. They have been massacring
(see the below enclosed email of today of the killing continuation) more than thousand innocent
people, mostly Serbs, as well. This has been so effectively achieved in particular due to the support
of the former USA Government to them. Their destruction of hundreds of thousands of homes,
hundreds of Christian Orthodox churches, monasteries and monuments also proves their intention to
eliminate Serbs from Serbian Parentland Kosovo and Metohiya. They have been continuing to
realize the goals set up by Hitler and Mussolini, who had established the Nazi state Great Albania
and had armed fascist troops like Handjar Division against the allied forces and the autochthon
people of Kosovo and Metohiya, more than 65% of them were then Serbs, at the beginning of the
Second World War. This poses also the questions:
Why did allied countries and peoples fight?
Why were brave and noble soldiers of the allied countries
devoting their lives in the Second World War?
Who has been finally gaining the Second World War?
I kindly ask you, your excellency Mr. President BUSH and all the Congress Members, to
stop supporting terrorist groups by starting with Albanian “Kosovo Liberation Army” as the first of
them.
I kindly ask you, your excellency Mr. President BUSH and all the Congress Members, to
halt occupation of my native land: the Southwest part of Serbia – Kosovo and Metohiya and to help
its liberation, free return of all the expelled people, the reconstitution of the sovereignty of Republic
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of Serbia over Kosovo and Metohiya, as well as to cover for all the damages caused by the USAF
participation in the 1999 NATO unjustifiable and tragic bombardment of the whole Serbia and
Montenegro.
I am writing this to you, your excellency Mr. President BUSH and all the Congress
Members, with belief that you will stay faithful to the courage and humanity of the Americans from
two World Wars, who gained sincere secular, including Serbian, my family and my own admiration
to the Americans and the USA.
Please accept my best wishes for leading effectively, your excellency Mr. President BUSH and
all the Congress Members, the USA in the spirit of the Founding Fathers, USA Constitution and
great American generations who led the Mankind towards freedom, honesty and dignity.

Belfort, January 17, 2002.

Respectfully yours,

Dr Lyubomir T. GRUYITCH
University Professor
20, rue Gaston Defferre
90000 Belfort
France

***
X-Originating-IP: [192.104.54.1]
From: "Nancy A. Hey" <cattynancy@hotmail.com>
Subject: 2 reports of Serbs being murdered celebrating Christmas
Date: Wed, 16 Jan 2002 17:38:16 -0500
X-OriginalArrivalTime: 16 Jan 2002 22:38:17.0079 (UTC) FILETIME=[7DA22070:01C19EDE]
2 reports of Serbs being murdered celebrating Christmas
Two reports:
1. Serb shopkeeper blown up on Christmas Eve
2. Four killed in Serbian explosion
Report #1:
http://famulus.msnbc.com/FamulusIntl/reuters01-06-084546.asp?reg=EUROPE#body
PRISTINA, Yugoslavia, Jan. 6 - A 36-year-old Serb man was blown up on Sunday by a boobytrapped grenade in his shop in eastern Kosovo, the Yugoslav province's United Nations police
force said. Serb leaders expressed outrage at the killing, which took place on Christmas Eve in
the calendar of the Orthodox Christian faith to which most Serbs belong.
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Police initially believed a hand grenade had been thrown into the store in the town of Kamenica but
later discovered evidence that the grenade had been linked to a trip wire.
''The victim entered the shop from the rear door and when he proceeded to the front door to unlock
it, he stepped or tripped on the wire and triggered the grenade,'' U.N. police spokesman Meeraj
Singh told Reuters. Serbs have been the targets of many attacks by members of Kosovo's ethnic
Albanian majority since NATO bombing in 1999 ended repressive Serb rul! e in the province and
made the territory an international protectorate.
(Looks to me like the Serb rule wasn't anywhere near as "repressive" as the rule of the NATO
puppets in power in Kosovo now! NH)
The Serbian government's Kosovo coordination centre said the victim of Sunday's blast was shop
owner Dragoslav Markovic. It called on the United Nations and NATO peacekeepers to do
everything possible to find the perpetrators and to take more measures to ensure freedom of
movement for non-Albanians in Kosovo.
''This loathsome terrorist act on Christmas Eve, before the great Christian holiday, once more warns
us that after two years, the international
community is not managing to find an answer to terrorism,'' a statement by local Serb politicians
said.
-----------------Report #2

Four Killed in Serbia Explosion
By Associated Press
January 7, 2002, 12:13 PM EST
BELGRADE, Yugoslavia -- A man set off a hand grenade in a pub in northern Serbia, killing four
people and injuring another 20 on Monday, the state-run Tanjug news agency reported.
The report said that an unidentified man set off the blast at the Big Rouge pub in Novi Knezevac, a
town about 80 miles north of the capital Belgrade, near the Hungarian border. The man died in the
explosion along with three other customers.
The pub was packed with people celebrating Orthodox Christmas, Tanjug reported. According to
the agency, the motive for the blast was not known. Police sealed off the premises to investigate.
Police did not immediately comment on the explosion.
After four wars in the past decade, much of the Balkans is strewn with mines, and large quantities
of weapons and ammunition remain unaccounted for an! d in private possession.
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